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1. There are 5 categories of riders 
2. The rider is responsible to have his score card marked 
3. If any tape, marker, stake or other section repairs need to be made, it must be made before 

starting the next rider 
4. If the rider fails the section, he must leave the section at the time and place indicated by the 

official 
5. The starting corridor must be controlled by a responsible official (observer) 
6. An obstruction, a re-run is the observers decision; the re-run, if allowed, will start at the begin 

markers and proceed to the end markers.  Any marks lost prior to the point of obstruction on 
the original attempt will stand, and be added to marks lost from the point of obstruction on the 
re-run 

7. A backup sheet will be completed at each section showing scores of all riders and sent 
immediately at the end of each lap back to the results manager 

8. Each rider may register two assistants: one minder (green bib), and one mechanic (red bib).  
The minder (green bib) is allowed into the Enclosure and inside the section for security 
reasons, only after receiving the approval from the section observer.  The mechanic (red bib) is 
not allowed inside the Section or the Enclosure. 

9. Manufactures are allowed ONE yellow bib and THREE red bibs and are allowed to follow the 
course; YELLOW bib is allowed into the Enclosure, however the RED bibs are NOT.  The 
manufacturer and the wearer of this bib who are deemed to be operating as an additional 
assistant to the riders will forfeit the right to this bib. 

10.  Rider bibs:  (the bib color will match the marker for the appropriate gate/skill level of the 
rider) 
Red on a white background is WORLD PRO RIDERS; the bibs 1-10 are the previous year’s 
ranking 
Blue on white background are OPEN INTERNATIONAL AND JUNIOR CLASS RIDERS 
Green on white background is 125cc TRIAL CUP and GUEST riders 

Terminology Explanation: 

Section: 3 skill levels are marked by Red, Blue & Green marker cards 

Enclosure: Area immediately surrounding section boundaries, only GREEN and 
YELLOW bibs allowed 

Corridor: Narrow ribboned entrance to the section where riders will que prior to riding 
the section 

 



052.9.2 Penalty faults in a section during the Trial

a) 1 fault:
b) 2 faults:
c) More than 2 faults:

1 point
2 points
3 points

Definition of fault

- Each contact of any part of the rider or his machine (with exception of the tyres,
footrest and the engine protection plate) with the ground or an obstacle (tree,
rock, etc.).

d) Stopping with or without footing:
Moving backwards:
Moving either wheei to the side without forward motion:

5 points
5 points
5 points

Failure: 5 points

Definition of failure

- The rider is not connected to the cut-off switch with a lanyard whilst he is riding
inside a section.

- The machine ceases to move in a forward direction relative to the course.
- The machine is moving backwards with or without the rider footing.
- The machine touches the ground with the front or rear wheel, outside a boundary.
- Breaking a tape defining a section boundary or internal separation.
- The rider or machine breaks, removes, knocks down or rides over or above a

marker or marker support causing the Observer to reposition the marker.
- The rider dismounts from tile machine and he has both feet on the ground, on the

same side or behind the axle of the back wheel of the machine.
- The front wheel does not precede the back wheel when passing through a gate.
- The rider enters the section by foot without the authorisation of the Clerk of the

Course.
- The rider receives outside assistance.
- The rider or his assistant changes the condition of a section.
- The rider passes through the gates of another category whatever the direction.
- The assistant comes into the section without the invitation of the Observer.
- Not entering a section, providing the rider has reported to the Observer.
- The motorcycle does a complete loop, crossing its own track with both wheels.

All failures must be signalled by the Observer by an immediate whistle.

e) Missing a section: 20 points

Only the greatest penalty, as defined above, shall be counted in the section.

However, the foliowing penalties may be added:

- Leaving his machine in the corridor:
- The assistant entering the corridor:
- Receiving any outside assistance to the machine in the

corridor:
- Not leaving the section at the time and place indicated

by the official:

5 points
5 points

5 points

5 points



- Not attempting the sections in numerical order: 20 points

IN CASE OF DOUBT FROM THE OBSERVER CONCERNING THE PENALTY
THE RIDER WILL ALWAYS BE GIVEN THE BENEFIT OF THE DOUBT. '

Penalty awarded by the Section Observer shall be deemed a statement of fact.

When an error occurs in the punch card and the rider has already left without
correctl~n or In :he case of an extra penalty, the Observer must fill in a copy of
the notification rorm and submit this information to the Clerk of the Course to
~ra~smit, on pain of nullity, to the Results Manager as soon as possible after the
incident and at the latest 1 hour after the incident and always prior to the Clerk
of the Course signing the provisional results.

052.9.4 Yellow cards

Each Chief Section Observer shall be issued with a "Yellow Card". The "card"
shall be A6 in size (to fit into a pocket) and made of a rigid material (cardboard or
plastic).

A yellow card can be issued to a rider due to the behaviour or actions of the rider,
the riders' assistant or a wearer of a Manufacturer's bib accompanying the rider.
If any of these persons refuses to obey the instructions of an Observer, or who
behaves in a disorderly manner within a section, the rider shall be shown the
Yellow Card. The issuing of a yellow card is a statement of fact and therefore no
protest can be received in conformity with Art. 4.1 of the FIM Disciplinary and
Arbitration Code. The Observer shall then complete a copy of the notification
form and submit this information to the Clerk of the Course to transmit, on pain of
nullity, to the Results Manager as soon as possible after the incident and at the
latest 1 hour after the incident and, anyhow, before the publication of the results
on the board.


